IADS mission

Did I ignite your curiosity? Because this is precisely my point. This is not a travel journal...it is a serious statement about what IADS does. We look for something in your eyes. Those little sparks, that curiosity, that real interest and hope and we as a supporting family bring a lot of matches to start a fire so big that one day will fill the entire students community so that all of us may live our lives fully, up to our incredible potential. Why? Because we are in the happiness business.

What else?

Now, some of you may probably wonder if this was it. Well, not quite... We don’t forget that we are to become dentists and for that purpose we spiced our week with clinical activity at Pavia University Clinic and with workshops. And for this, we thank Tokuyama for letting us play doctors with their impressive composite (you should have seen those class IV... the closest thing to nature you ever witnessed). Also, many thanks to Hu Friedy for sharpening our minds as well as our instruments in a very needed workshop. And how could we forget Rhein 84? Their workshop was fun and energetic as well as really useful. I guarantee those dentures won’t fall again...

Thank YOU!

It seems to me that we are getting to the bottom of it. Are we? Not without mentioning the musketeers that made this TNT possible: Giulia, Stefania, Ugo, Alberto and probably a lot more from the Italian Dental Students Association in Pavia. Or without mentioning the musketeers who came from Italy, Romania, Slovakia, Sudan by citizenship and also from India and South Korea by birth. Or how could someone forgive our Training Officer, the amazing Deniz Yenidunya, who is working very hard behind the scenes to make all TNT’s possible? And last but not least a very unexpected help - Gabriel Toma who came as a trainee and ended up as a great addition to our training family with all the games and ideas he provided? They all brought this TNT to life with their unique contribution. In my humble opinion, I believe that more than friends we all who attended Pavia, became a part of IADS family and we honestly came to understand that together is better! For that reason on behalf of all, I wish you students around the world the same experiences!

To our sponsors:

Francodental, Hu-Friedy, Rhein 84 and Tokuyama. We cheerish your financial support and active involvement. Without you this TNT would have remained nothing more than a beautiful dream. Thank you!